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By NELSON WADSWORTH
The clovitntown collections of the athlete work -fund is fading
short of expectations, according to Tom Mullen. chairman of the
No. 94
drive.
Members of three soclal fraternities soliciting funds in the
downtown area report disappointing results.
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Ingenuity
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I life!

;soul, oi 1 he IA ork 01 1..ona Frio
;la Vinci. famed painter, scientist, and engineer of the Italian
r;;noi;,;:ane;, will go on dtsPla
at 1 p.m. Sunday in Room Ili of
t he W;!men’s gymnasium, Ed C
(; knee associate professor of en.:inerring. announced recent13.
The exhibition. to be held in
connection with National Enviii;;Ting Wiek, will he open dail
ihrotich th; vi.erk
Featured are reprodin I’
or nuid,is 4)1 da % illet. 111:111
11U’dII:Illir.il I II , r it tion s. for
’a itich he Itl’etl. intricate and ilelailed Must ra 1 ions. ’I Ii.’ Model.
%ter,. made by Roberto A. &inn t elli, v. ho is in charge of the
conform
as
et !Obit ion.
and
110,11
a VI osible Ito ola V in. .C.
ifralAill/4, Amid intructions.
Iii.niI points oul that inair;
,
Vine’’, mechanic:Li 1114+1111;y,
\da
IIIIIi/d. illillCipll’S that are beim’
used tOdaY.
A1,0 to tW shoon are 111tTle
of his famous paintings. Melodlug "The Last Supper" and
y,
.v: "Mona Lisa": his surprisingly
all orate drooling. of hutnan
..
y, and .1 reprdotimtion of
’ inat
ROBERTO A. lit’.vrELLI, ..s hit made th. models tor the I.conar1111
the revoking stage be made for
da Vtnei eshibit, points to da Vinery design iii a helicopter or aerial
the Duke of Milan in 1496.
el that ill %.inci used 60
IdiCreW. Ile is holding an astron lllll lea,
year.. befort Galileo, to demonstrate that the earth resulted amend , n... .xhibit Will la’ open from
1 pm. to 10 p.m. Sunda.i. and
the sun. The aerial scresi %%lit4 tO he puss...red by a spring -driven
mechanism like a clock. It is credited hy man) authorities as being
during weekdays front 2:30 p.m
open
Sunthe forerunner. of the modern propeller. The evhibit will
and 7:30-10 p.m.
day at 1 p.m. In Room 10 of the Woolen’s gymnasium.
It is sponsored by the San Jose
photo b) Parker . chapter of the California Society
_
of Eugineering and a business
corporation.

Dr. IF ahlquist College Choir ,Tachines
To Leave for Prepares for IClunce
Chicago Talks ,Concert Sing Scarce

Dr. John T Wahlquist, pre -:1dent of the college, will leakl
Sunday for Chicago where he will
attend meetings of the Eighth National conference on Higher Education. ASSOCiati011 a Higher
Education of the National Education association.
The conference will be held at
the Hotel Congress from Mar. 4
to 7. He will represent the CC/Midi of State College Presidents
at these meetings.
Before going to Chicago, Dr.
Wahlquist will stop at :Minneapolis, where he will interview candidates for positions at the col -

Returning to Sacramento on
Mar. 9, Dr. Wahlquist will attend
the meeting of tile Council of
State College Pr; sidents Mar. 10
11 in Sacramento,
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I then t h.v
A proposal to ho’.d irapthlk
!I s ;10.!;;;i!
ts
I ,
consbined class council tneeIiii::.
li&eh Ph 41,2!,.
i;,‘1 with varied reactiiir,
rid "No
several council members v. 414-n it,
1.1
1..1 jetted y.sterday.
All three fraternities. hon.
rte.% ;elan liimash the deka all
J.
The it, 01;isal was mad,
da% askant:11y in hope (hit
lith,
;
leetions don’t tail coleoletel%.
s Student
’
-.
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.n
111,1-11 more unit % III.1.111g,
the
vlass,..
The
Freshman
ii 11’111.1
%en met tvith
lb.- %Opt l
Is to 111311
010’ 01 1110 1. ll mils
1111.01Moot tt hat I he others a re
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’.%%. i.. gi%ing a menthes-to
lass I ship in the spar ’I et,s
Rob Goforth, Sold
alio donates alit iir
president. say
that t he idea j an%
more." silences said.
"has possibilities," but that the
1 he in ogrrs. in I he ;;:i .;
hate such taried prob.
1’ ttttt
’pus Mit.; still nit Is- Moot i .:;,tit
bin, d i
I. tits that t h.
Members of the Spartan Shields
Ti’,- could mtly set broad poli’ and the Rall commit t.-. deposit
cies.
-Sounds good,- K. -it soanitell, !their eollowt loons In ha’ t.raduate
it Manage’’, (Mal’ A total (it 6;5.18
Senior Class presabitt alli
’,..tdrdt.t., but ttl\you’d be a good thin" to pro- ’i %la% till twii in
mote school activities and coordi. ; dents doing the collecting are
nate the class councils. If we do i not turning money in ;intil eittars
hair joint meetings. I think that I ’Monday or TLer-,d:.
The organirat ions doing t he
i it should follow regular class l
collecting on the campus are,
council meet logs."
Spartan shields. /tally commit
and %ignia Chi
ter. AM

Revelries Ducatsi
as Hens Teeth

known Toesdas when the cone.
lion.. still terminate At the p
ent time the drise doesn t it
expectations.
coot Mut,
but
The 71 members of the college.
"Hey Mac!" closes tomorrow night.
are hoped to piek up as th; .1
A Cappello choir are rehearsing
Tickets still are available at the Graduate Manager’s office f or drat.. near the end
i ’hree times a week for the anbut choice seats are going fast accordinia to
inual concert Tuesday at 8:15 pm tonight and tomorrow,
reports from the office.
; in Morris Dailey. auditorium,
The 21st annual version o4 Spartan Revelries opened Wednesday
In the past, attendance at the
4Pto a neal-capacits crowd in Mm eoncerts has been very good. and
_
ris Dailey auditorium.
’seniors graduating in June
it is judged as one of the most 1
Thi music of composer Maui ie.:
id sign iip
at
popular concerts of the year by
tsthe bulletin bo airdmmediatfets
in ront of
the music office.
I. Bodwell ranges from jsZ7 lop ;
It.. liegitra r’s "Int d to 143.P
No charge is made for the tin:.
ballads
to sentimental
Doors on all local banks and
the I Altoona gil.%1 rument test
’deal presentation, which is open
stores may be closed Monday
The
Ica! Nitta.% is set
ton Mar. I.
’o the public. Classical and (Talfor the obsertallIP of Washingin a Nett Orleans speakeasy in
’floe t.1 oat In Kit on at 3:30
1 temporary: sacred music will Iston’s hirthdas, hut no closed
rm.
p.m. The
still be based
It..’ 1910’s. The 1)101 1
rn the program.
portals will greet State stuon material in I ors4’...
alif ;or
The featured selection is ’’The
the Plight of "Moe" Meitruiti.
dents. All classes still be con’I’M state and Its i otos Cr,,
the ineek awl mild proprietor
Peaceable Kingdom.- by the cooducted as usual.
hi, is lie
oho is liddltlillAtd’it
, temporary
American
compose!
In spite of the fact that the
Randall Thompson.
old gentleman’ birthday actual The choir will appear at the
Mitchell and
I% occurs on the ’..12nd, the na- I , Wan.
’
Congregational church of Santa
m.
te
will
tion
his King star as the [timbal, t
Cruz Sunday night at 8 o’cliia
Drin rimy and Ys
birthday on the ’13rit. 4 ollirge ’woe
to sing the cancel
runs.,. nit
students hut. .5 in, %till hate to M ichi4 pro% ale t
Norm Yiskis as ’ P
Mod time to remember him Ise- ’teiest
Bro.’ is ttw shows most tot:
lectures.
;
,-hrtr...

overnment Test

,Business as Usual

Poytress Predicts It ist.
In Gasoline Tax Price surrey Shows Students
-Rising gasoline taxes will hit
students harder titan any other
lax raises,- Willuaw H. Poytress,
professor; of economies. said ..sterday.
Mr. Poytrewi said the consenINIR seenift to be that, outside
of a few fields, there will be
no great increase in wee’s.
Theso excluded fields include
and
other
products
gasoline
where the scarcity of the product
and the extraordinary demand
will tend to raise prices. -There
are too many cars for the price
of gasoline to come down,- he
said.
Students will hate to pa a
ten, more pennies addd prier*, still
rise upwards to fete per cent.
Mr. l’oytrews predicted. but the
rioe will be followed by a
downward tre)nd In a few.
months.

iik.:

roposal %Jets
Varied01)inion_

Mn. Poyto.ss doesn’t see much
!chance for food prices to go tip
more than one or two per cent
lin the next few months and said
that he doesn’t see how clothing
prices could go up at all.
"Businesstnen ma s to to inert-n..’ priees to find out if it
will work." he said. "but I don’t
think it still, The American consumer sated a lot of money last
year, and indications are that
he will be a nary buyer in the
future."
The factor worrying many persons is the possible rise of wages,
according to Mr. Poytress, Inn
portant union leaders have been
asked to keep their demands for
Stag.’ increas...s moderate and
Workers in the textile industry
are being asked to take a wage

ILess for

R0111111

St udent housing cost
in the
San JOSI. area aserage less than
six
at
aecomodat ions
similar
other California colleges
Of the other colleges polled in
a recent Spartan Daily survey.
the City College of San Francisco
. ranked highest in cost with room
and board from $85 to $95 a
, month.
Room and board accomodations
twre average $80 a month, according to Mrs. Detta Pritchard, 110t1Sing super.. isor.
Costs at other colleges are
Fresno State college, average
$65; San Diego State college, average $65: University of Califor:Ma. from $75 to S83 a month;
San Francisco State college, from

.sovs US
llost 11(11(.11
I! 111111thip

Pa V

Hoard !hire
S50 to $.80, and Stanford, no fig, tiles available.
Rooms v.ith kitchen pottleges
at State, also comparatively low.
average $22.50 a month.
Costs for comparable accomo,dations at the college when. figures ale available are Stanford,
540. Fresno State, $22.50 to S.25.
and Sall Francisco State. SA! to
1St
This college ranked low in costs
for rooms only.
Costs for rooms Cr,’ San Jos.
State. aierage $20. San Francisco State. $20 to 135: Fresno
State. .920 to $45; City College
of San Francisco. average $30.
Stanford. $30 to $40: San Diego
State. $30 to S40. and California,
$25 to $35,

Cr,ressional leaders ft! I..? ’s pa !ties
%tett told at to, Vi’hi.; Ilot45e
. yesterday
l’osideet
to
Note,’ that this
y wust
bolster its milulai
iiiight to
match the Ruio,an le iId ip of
amid other aatwitts
a
’onat it ut Ion Drat nrwed
s A N FRANCIS("
!Anti-rice’s form of constitutional
government is being "deliberitielt
destroyed" by -deceptive, unAmerican" t rea ties between this
country and foreign nations.ICl/wetter Pillaution. Dean of Notre
!Dame Law School said in an address here yesterdir.i
Hepburn Sebolarahlp
ISkYN MAWR., PA
IUP1
Actress Katharine Hepburn car e
’back to Bryn Mawr college, la r
alma muter, Wodnesday night to
i announce a new SI,M10 scholarship
!given in her honor by an anony
I mous donor.

P
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’! Thrust and Parry] Radio Jolts Listeners
With 6 -Year-old Storm
Band Raises Spirit

Friday, February 20. 19,3

11

sP %RI

Spartan Daily
_ ..

1

I.,-,ii 1 cst ;init l..
Tulsa, Okla. ilTi -- A Tulsa highway patrol and civil deI want to thank those members , radio station’s program intended fellow units. The . patrol
! sent a
’ to promote Brotherhood 1% ’
cruiser to the Woodssard area
Va. ;thod da.ly by the Associated Students of San Jose State coilege, except Sat- of the band who have been playaid.
usiln, and Sunday. yhoili9 ti. cotes). yaw with on issue daring each filial i nt’ at our basketball g
" The !drew an unexpected response It to render
’am’
io-....tion
’ team members and spectatios en- ebroadcast reports of the 1947
Jack Morris, news announcer
Man btu of the Califivnie Newspaper Publishisrs Association
xin for radio station KTUL, explained
;44Preetate the fin’’ ’f" "ti torrsado t Woodward, Okla.,
,I k3cy a,"
Pass of the Globe Printing Co.. 1445 S. First street. San Jos*
this group. and the townspersons were killed.
,oi
the tornado newscast was used
felophones: CYpress 4-4414
Editorial. Eat. 210 Aduaitising
Dept.. Ed. 211! prtraidat in attendance are aware of !which 95
__Frantic listeners called the on a Brotherhood Week program.
’rubscr pt’on Prior $2 SO per peer or $1 per quarter for nors.ASII card holders.
added show of enthusiasm.
The reference to the deadly
JERRY BELCHEREditor
F. P1RZADEHBusiness Manager ’h" is oar hope that we may con- I
It
twister jarred radio listeners
I
Make up Editor, this issue
DAVE ELAM
itinue to have the band at all horn..
from their seats with this an!games. We will also attempt to
nouncement:
Th-. Darg e r of Censorship
entertainhalf-time
more
up
;line
"We interrupt this program
; ment. as this feature has ieceived
d!rror., send: a dark surge of fear through
to bring you a news bulletin.
compliments.
tine
many
the journalist. Of course he realizes that certain forms of censorship
I am confident that our team ’ The college branch of Alpha A disastrous tornado has struck
are necessary: m:litary information and salacious material arty TWO plays better ball when they feel
the Woodward, Okla., area, killDelta Sigma, national advertising ing and injuring scores of perThat immediately come to m;nd. Even here, however, he feels that the support of the student body ,
pledges
11
initiate
will
fraternity,
i
hound them. pkase keep up the
sons and causing untold propas responsible person. self -censorship is the best.
Bell’ erty damage. Highway patrolCensorship of ideas by any powerful authority is the most feared good work, and perhaps we can , at a banquet tonight in the Belle
men and ambulances from nearinspire one of the yell leaders to sue hotel in San Francisco.
of .11. Ideas are always the first target of ambitious evil.
by towns are on their way to
The initiation will be held iis
.
Yesterd.y it rras reported that the state department has for- comi to the games.
Tonight Wu play USK Thia conjunction with Stanford univer- the stricken area."
bidden its overseas information services to use an/ writings of -conMorris explained the tornado
a very rough team and lead say and the L7niveisity of Calihose
rroversial- authors. We do not think this is a deliberate move to kill
angle was used because of the
our league with a 6- 0 record . We fornia at Berkeley’.
ideas. We do not think it is a dangerous precedent.
eeeil the support of the entire
Pledges who will receive the pin I tine example of brotherhood Its This country was founded by so-called "controversial’ men. They 1 .thilent body. Help your team to from Gelso Goatee). president of played.
were considered extreme radicals, even in an age of political radical- Iris, to the occasion,
Two highway patrolmen were
the collegi chapter of ADS, inism. Tom Paine, for one, was an extremely controversial figure. Yet I
WALT McPHERSON.
elude Jim Nash, Freidoun Pirza- ordered to patrol the Woodward
i
Basketball Coach deh, Tom McClellan, Eddie area after the broadcast was
i; his ideas had been censored (and there were many attempts to do
Wright, Paul Parsons, Bob Waite, I heard in Tulsa.
io), perhaps the most influential voice of the American revolution
John Burns, Bob Gorman, Fred ! Morris said he was amazed at
would have been stilled and democracy left mute.
Peltz, Jim Dehning and Don Glass. ! the response to the program.
The banning of -controversial" writings overseas seems to be
1-...sed on the somewhat naive assumption that if foreigners cannot
Dial CY 5-2556
rrbtesin such works from American agencies, they cannot obtain them
banquet for 2
a dinner for 3 a
at all. It is certain the Communists propagandize extensively in almost
Chicken or Prawn dinners delivered’
aren’t prejialiced: we
irrinry nation in the world. It seems probable that the writings of "con- I"We
hot to your door for only $3.40
tre,,,ersial- American authors would be in Communist libraries and would like to have American students in our organization as well
Closed
929
ivailable to All. The Communist. now have the opportunity to crow
Monday
as foreign students," says Si Now. /
PARK AVE.
,qhteously, -See, we present all the ideas, even American ideas. nejad, newly installed president of
But the Yankee butchers ore murdering even the ideas of their own the International Students/ organi’runt’ ymen.zat eon
Or perhaps the order was issued because the state department
He explains that people don’t
liars foreigners will think the United States supports Communism realize that ISO is an internafit C?
When, you
if controversial- ideas are available through ifs information services. tional organization for all stuNow you can view TV in your own home
We think this unlikely unlass our own propaganda agencies have failed dents.
A new slate of officers a .
for almost nothing. General Appliance
elected and installed at the ni
has made it possible for you to rent
We repeat we think s,ich A censorship policy is dangerous and
inv. Wednesday night. The out televisions, washing machines, and refrigerators. The amount
unwise. Fortunately we are free enorigh to protest against it. We are paw; president, Joseph Arraom.
paid during rental may apply toward purchase, if you wish.
equally fortunate in the fact that ideas, even such -controversial" presented the gavel to Nownejail
Come in today.
’de is as Tom Paine’s idea of -1-mocracy, have a great will to live. who is an engineering student
from Iran.
I
.
(Other new officers are: Ste!Jett era! Anittante
.11111/eniii 1.1’
venson Stanley, vice president .
761 E. SANTA C.:LARA
CYpress 7-1275
Alice Bishari,- secretary: Joe Cepada, social chairman; Friedotm
In House 1..1)114.1,c ReilS" 1111111 Pirtatieh, publicity chairman, and
Rasma Ernstsons, treasurer.
House ins-estigators summoned two unident mod
%Lit tietiss-s
rsitr.t.day
for
eliiseil-door questioning about al’LET’S GO TO CHURCH ON SUNDAY MORNING"
leged Communist utfiltration of
11-00 A.M. Worship Service
FIRST CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH
the nation’s colleges.
Third and San Antonio
11:00 Noon Coffee Hour
CY 3-027
(wetOperators
of
AsilOTIVir
prisately
camping
The committir
30 to 7:30 Student Fellowship Meeting
Stephan
C
and
Peabody
this
weekhelp
tinned two other witnesses es- resort will receise
Harirson 11 Mary McGee%
Pepronie
Merjanien,
Ministers
from
the
Spartan Shields,
Velde end
terdar Chairman Harold
sponsors
It i to as sophomore honorary service group.
(1,11.1a1M.41
9
OS
A
M.
Sunday
School
The Shields base made an an’friendly and cooperative.- but
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
BAR -B -Q HAM
tilt A M. Services. "Tolerance :s lot
nual affair of helping the dilate’
d to iiiintify them.
00 Sou% Fifth
enough." Wesley P. Ford
BAR -8 Q BEEF
"The Lost Incentive"
Wesley P. Ford
s. We told reporters that de- tors of the group in planting
CY 4-2944
7:03 P.M. Young adult warship
trees
gardening
and
other
tasks.
lhotsse "turatterind" protr4%,
spite
Dr.
Paul
Meager
(Refreshrnents)
BURGERS
They akin will assist in handling
college adminitstralorts generally
9:45 AM. Service Was, Chapel
FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
ha s r cooper:sled completely the convention of peninsula high
1100 A M. Servic Sanctuary
Falb and Santa Clara
9:45 A tri College Class
stills his committee’s Ins ridina- school YMCA and YWCA groups,
CY 4-72S4
6:00 P U Buffet Supper
%shirts the camp is playing host
Dr. Joyce Wesley Farr, Minister
thin.
6:30 P M. Seekers (college group)
II.’ insisted the committee is not to this weekend.
GRACE BAPTIST CHURCH
Today and tomorrow the servinsistigating education. but is in 9.30 A M Bible Study
1041, and San Fernando
11.00 A M. Worship
...0 t.
toil only in "tracking down ice group will collect donations
6.30 P M. Young People and adult group
CY
5-2035
p---ilia! Communists in the edu- for the current Work -Aid fund
7.10 P M. Evening Worship
Rev. H. J. Croft and Rev. E. H Duncan
"Christ and Your Life"
in the Library Arch Friday they
’,I
IST! ..411 ’,pi ON11) nsTRIKIET
are ushering for Spartan Revel- LUTHERAN CHURCH FIRST IMMANUEL
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Club Initiates
In SF Tonight

1

ISO Installs
I New Officers

HUNGRY?

The Aing Chicken

V0 :77/

Soph Service Club
Will Assist Resort

I SAN JOSE CHURCH DIRECTORY I

EvicitiA

r
t.;

For Better Cleaning
it’s ARTHUR’S

= .s
E impartment
E,01/117/

Sets
nous() Dale

=, May 7 has been set officially
= as the date for the Science do= partmenrs annual open house, ilea
= ’cording to
James W. Tilden.
= ihairman for the event.
=
Committee InernbiTs now are
-2 preparing exhibits, 13303 ses, and
demonstrations for the event.
=
CY 3-1737
377 E. JULIAN
=
Paul Sakamoto, faience major
dent representative. is
u
17- ,,1
5stsimmimitimiumm111111111111111111111111111immommiimmimmmm
making arrangements ants college
inganizations for their eslitt/IN.
OPEN
Stilt - committee
chairmen in NITES
chide Dr. Arnold G applegarth.
A
TILL
!.i.sistant professor of zoology.
t
12
Dr. Matthew F l’essel. professor
,46
i of nature study, Dr Bert M. Mor’ ris. associate professor of chemistry, and Dr. E. Albert Ellis, asA
"The best
sistant professor of anatomy and

Hand Finished Quality Work
ARTHUR’S CLEANERS

I
A

hamburgers
you’ve eaten
or your money
back"

374 South Third
CY 2-S404
Browner, Pastor

II 00 A M Sunday Service

A J

ST. PAUL’S METHODIST CHURCH
Second and San Carlos
CY 4-7890
Richard H. Filch, Minister

II 00 A M. Morning Worship
BOO P U Evening Worship
7 30 P M. Monday, College SIPIT111111,
at 8/9 So. Ninth
8:00 AM. Holy Communion
9-30 A he Church School I Faintly Service
II 00 A U. Morning Thayer, Holy Coma,
ion and Sermon
500 P M Confirmation
Instruction for Adults
7 00 P IA Canterbury Club Vespers

TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH
81 North Second
CY 3 7153

WELCOME
STUDENTS

SCHOLARS

AND

YOU

STAY DOWNTOWN IF
YOU WANT SOMETHING HELPFUL
YOU WANT A LIVE GROUP --YOU WANT REAL FUN
Then Join Us EVERY SUNDAY
9 30 COLLEGIATE BIBLE CLASS
It 70 MORNING WORSHIP SERVICE
545 TRI C CLUB
7.00 SNACK TIME
7 30 EVENING SERVICE
Two Youth Pastors to Serve You
DR. CLARENCE SANDS
REV. MERLE ROARK

FIRST BAPTIST

Ono block from compos

2nd and San Antonio

College Dialects Class Prof
’Dr.FallieoFailed--.
’Sez it’s Gotta Be Ziz or Zat’ For Some Reason
LITTLE SPARTAN..
Friday. February 20, 1953

NIILDRED KILLAM
Cerise Foothte enrolled in a
dialects class recently. At the end
of the quarter she had successfully learned to say "zises" and
’zats’ with the smoothness of a
Frenchman. and at the drop of
a sibilant uhe could change it to a
German "dis- or "dal."
Pierre Fiction
(pronounced
through the nose) enrolled in another dialects
"I take zis
eLtss and zat." he 3141. "And
1:1111.01 at the uits I zuy

television or radio jobs in %shirts
knouledge of dialect is indispensable.
At the same time. foreign stu,dents who plan to teach, such as
Zygmunt Wolf. or have important ideas to convey, such as the
’UN representative from Africa.
Kirilo Japhet. wish to got rid a!
their accents.
Wilt’ time and patience, the
students in 11.1osd tireenleat’s
etass for foreign students learn
I.. recognize sproais soands and
to think in English rather than
in their ossn languages.
On the drier hand, Mr. Gr. -rre learliad to ,ay "this and "that", and passed’ the class leaf holds that a touch of for
with a flying "A".
dialect adds to a person’s personThat’s the way it goes; in the ality. Some radio announcers. tor
Speech department.
, example, cultivate a clipped BritWard C. Rasmus’ dialects class ish tone, he says.
is required for drama and radio
Dr. Cleft Palate says, "If v.
,peech majors. his students learn .could only’ get the foreign situ the fundamentals of all dialects dents to major in drama and radio.
and the specifics of British. Cock- :and let the radio and drama sturiey. Irish, French, German and dents speak as they will, we mold
Li.. with all dialect e,
Yiddish accents.
Instead of a final examinalie
rach student gives a skit or reling in the dialect which he Ii,.
lone spocial research on. Dunn,
’he last spring finals, three raiL
majors entertained the class all
!ritation of Japanese di- kinionas and all.
s..fe, of the graduat,s, soeh
TEN YEARS AGO
I. ekson ’Voting. end up s% ith
- - -

THIS WEEK

SHOW SLATE
Studio:

I ..t
wr,t’.0tc.: that toe
.--:partan Revelries, 1943 edition.
%,,as- to have a 19 -piece theater oreliestra. Ray Vidler. senior music
m-jor, was musical director of the
loth annual of the production.

"Lest of The Comanches"
E

e. to Crawford Ela tare Ha e
plus
Johnny Weitsmuller
in

The Union head sent a letter
to %tchiabiled musicians. the
125th Infantry band, asking the
group not to plat at the affair.
The Infsintrs hand leader in I
turn sent the 1111.0the tit/ the Adjutant Gineral of the Coiled
States Army, sato ordered the ’
hand not to phis.
Reason for the confusion ssas
the fact that the college 4136% on
the union’s "blacklist" for difficulties oith a hand that had
plaed at State previously.

"Savage Mutiny"
Ca cca -- News

California:
’Jerilyn Meares

"NIAGARA"
BFOOKLYN GCR!LLA

El Rancho Drive-In:

*

Jo!In Wayne

"Kansas City Confidential"
plus
"MY PAL GUS’
Ca, Heater:

Mayfair:
"AGAINST ALL FLAGS"
’Y

Saratoga:
"Everything I Have Is Yours"
t,schs,color
Maoltie and Gower Champion
Dennis O’Keefe
.0,..1--DF,VIL MAKES THREE"

United Artists:
TYRONE POWER
Piper Laurie, Julie Adrns
in

"The Mississippi Gambler"
plus
SECRET PEOPLE

James C. Petrillo, National
Federation of Musieians president, forced the planners of the
Junior Prom to use reeords for

The three remaining men’s liv-,
irig gmtps, two cooperatives and:
one fraternity. were faced with
closuie as more men were drafted
:nto the at
Boyd Haight. Spartan Daily re stay
""rtel.’ &miff" if they would
inn for more than a month.

Recreation Center

BARBER SHOP
Television

Music

Soft Drinks

HAIRCUTS sl"
For a trim and a laugh

7th and Julian

.. :

,
ijona
cart the
...11
-In tact the diti citll the lire
department." he said. I’lles
came and brought oaygen." I
almost strangled to death:
"The nest time I an Simba
a-ked him the secret of his ternCd-. Ile s:tid. Its e3s,t,-... So I Said.
uu Sh0V4- 1-11(-!..’ And hi
V.’s. he as:silted the ineredu-., ciass. "Sinilia could drails
threiiiyh In
i,

"I BELIEVE ‘t OOZE_ CHEZRZ, L50SWE a."

CYpress 7-9996

PAT’S

Culture. Slapstick. Music and
110nroe are Around the Ttm n

PRODUCE

It you want
. the Tim,
theatei has the music of Stolaak - I ecomes .t multI.
.
ski; if you want laughter. ihra
To eons
hilll I 11:11 II.- SI itt
Nlartin and Lewis at the U.A . if tut 0 himself over to the jadire
InillsnS. ’there are pleirt
Neil Frank
at the Studio: and if you want
The
11.41u
ne
Marilyn Monroi. you’ll find her at
And
thi. California.
leader Leopold Stokow ski st..,,/
The United Artist
’double billing in Walt
Paramount studios won’t have 1"Fantasia.’ now plas ing at
to resort to third dimension to’ ;Towne theater.
play,’is include
attract customers, what with films I Oth.a
like the "Stooge" now playing at Beet hiis en. Sandell. dancine,
i rnoshrooms, and dinosaurs Th.
the P.A.
Dean Martin Is eil%t as a ’result of this strange combinataiii
s a udeville performer, 1930’s ;a a lush spectacle which appeals
Is. co)ie-strip and operielcniistyle, who can’t make the "bigtime" viithout a flunks to ist. alike.
The two-and -one-half, hour :dm
comedy to the ail. Jerrs Less is
is t he Iiuc’k
ho a ho becomes lust wit released in 1940. Sine/
"Snow White’. and the "Tlireic
his stooge.
if course two lovely young Little Pigs" had made Disney fa-;
, mini,. he %stinted to deb, into the ,
Things, Marion Marshall and
Bergen. manage to eomplicate highbrow..
Stokov,kt and the Boston Symthe plot %%Oh lose making But
these dist t. act ions don’t harnpei phony cliciii,tra agreed to Imo\ 1(11
the boys from producing some ol the classical background:
the best entertainment that has intet-pretiel the musie with his
familiar cartinms.
come our %kay in a ’nog time
Elaine Rena%
Cliff Harrington

The l’alifornia
Twentieth-eentury Fox has poi-bleed an absorbing suspense film
"Niaera," currently showing at
(*alifornia theater. It featiiii
nod plot, excellent ca,tir... and
-pectaciilar Niagra lath, ’attune
the
\Jerilyn Shinto,’
adulterous ult.. of Joseph Cotten. :t distraught and neurotic
man. Cotten is suffieientls nen, On, till Lill both his stile and
Ii’ r u.s o.r. -Penn Peters is the
belpf illsoon’: o
an o ht. makes
the mistake tot befriending Cotten and Ina wife.
-Magi a." shot in T.chnirolm.
.:0.1/S the audience excitedly woiltiering what’s going In happen to

Ralph’s Smoke Shop
1114 SO. SECOND
Ronson k Evan. Lighter,
repaired by SJS oitatienta
’ices -- soft &ink%
805C1s PIPE TORA( CO

10th and Keyes
A Complete Market of

Feurp-vier4RES
e

WA,I,

PIPPIN APPLES 29c
AVOCADOS

25c

tritge C, sp

29c

LETTUCE

rt

U S No I Idho

POTATOES

59e

SPECIAL PRICES FOR
ORGANIZATIONS AND
BOARDING HOUSES

CY 5-1043

HURRY! ENDS TONITE!

FANTASIA
RAmu a

Spartan boxers under the roach- dinirorunle..ilek Crawford is the tough;
rasalry sergeant who takes
Rul.’y S(lii"C
"f Preintoti
little
hand under his capa bl e
I
major, heat Stanford ringmi
wing. Johnny Stewart. a young
111’ to 3’2.
!I /As -comer. played an Indian lad.:
1,!oif Bridges also stari-ed.
EASTER AND THINGS
The dea rt background.
Easter SUM is, sit’ N be at
here is due for a drop if the YllIlla. ArliOn;,. is he:v.111M
Mildred Killam
Junior class continues to pursue

roccoccoorozozoce..z-..ce.e.e.r.."--ededceoce.w.,=ersoccei
Marcia’s

?.

BY ma Rbent

Dr. Aituro Father) told hi,
iental philosophy- class recently
how the Yogi remedy for a cold
svorked, or rather did not work
on him.
"1 kneu a sincere Egyptian
Vogl in the Mid-ss est u ho gas..
me a simple nitwits for a cold."
lie ...lid
"Ile -111% i11
Mr to drink in
Oa., of,Ialer the first
11014. upon rising in the morn-

The Studio
An Indian massacre at Dry r
Putt. s. Arizona, is the incident !
that starts eleven survivors on a
weary thirsty reckless. hair-raisins; journey to Fort Macklin. and.
safety in "Last of the Comariehis
1r
The
en salmis/ire cainsist
of the natural Ilollyutiod pro-o’
abets of the Iota Delta Phi
French society. presented portion of ten men to one svoman. The one a moan is Barbara
an all -French show. "Li. Retool
Hale, an Eatern girl uho proves
Du Marquis." on the stage of th.
at:
I,, le
rough and read
Hester theater.

the course it has mapped out for
the Prom. The Prom now is s.-heduled for the niaht of April 4, the

SPARTAN DAILY

STARTING TOMORROW!
"T,HE,BAKER’SUME
Di
ii

AWIFE"

A CHARMINGLY RISQUE FRENCH FARCE
English Titles By John bitting

Get Your Clothes
Ready for civilly
Don’t let those first warm
days catch you unpfepared.
Dust off those mo+fsballs end
le + us help you cepture the
spirit cf the new season by
having those lighter wearAles ready for you.

. I/0114

i

I)I
ten a

6.

._SjPeri it 6

WONDER CLEANERS
SANTA CLARA AT 12TH

41111111011111111111111.41.11
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Of Test Tubes, Matrimony

Fria

Fr 4:1

Dalt

PAGING

Ba ELAINE RIEN.AS
To auccessfully combine mai age and a career, be in a differ. t profeaxion than sour husband
.d don’t talk shop at hom-

Wa4hin9tott cluare
Edited by JOYCE PASSETTI

ier. Gertrude Ca%ins. professor of ihernintrs and acienee education. env. this ads ice )s
1.-rd.’.. And she foll.m. it.

rase -.t I rser earn.- lo perform.ng le -fore thy- footiights
ads in the %firth grids- I utIciessit;olseri the par-t of a fa....

-:

pi*, aa. all about the prinas a pretty insportant part
She seldom telk about her work
Bot the pnnrews never said anything She appeared on stage in
ahe said. but listens when her
vrene and was supposed to taunt when tne fairy piinee
,t looked at her Thais how he knew the was of !royal P)II.firfid band, a used car dealer ir.
with peasant blood would triv.e been able I., ’tend Francisco discusses his job
Dr Casins came to if.......
I took the ondeenttsds respires/Wife sers neriousls I sans ten .n 1925 as a general Mutcaner to get tartea a ilk Inv ..r -.-r %owl I had he.1,41
jor But Dr. P. Victor i
deathls ill on opening ’hen Science department head ar,
h..1^ the leading IAA) nisddenls
. I.. and the .in.i’-r.lu4 is ent on to ste-Al the hous,
now. president of Long Bear:.
,
-rate college changed her mind
She ssas editor of La Torre and
he ass faculty adviser for the
.
-perid
searbook After a talk uith hin.
c.r,rner
I aaaad find
fi4 ?Fs, .!
she changed her
.
A,’ r
I I,- I think 41.11 thing.. happen "ids in hook,. Pout the
.15 il
.14 1. on opining ne41,t Ill W.I.. 110r5PI
.11%
wite
oote, her mother .4 tat to the prim ipal I / An nee the feminine
h.., a cold
%ad
U...., 1..0.411 t4orth.
.
,pt 10.%
/1.0111 os /11% shoulder .s she patted
.44 still 11..1 the 1./111. 110.11
-.41 otth tip. howi
oi to.a 44.
Rs JACK KNIGHT
1 and 1,!;0.-d for
Dave Orser is studsing for finfi,derice als now A few sears ago he was
, ilk rrs
1114 .40.11S
... n.
looking for adsenture and new
I% 1 11,10.1 at
places to visit With little more
I 11,id I. Init.! ’ike
,han a sleeping bag and a change
1,, the .111.10 so
of sucks. he traveled mer 8.3,00ti
511 doting Ilse perfoniance I stood
,miles ta. bicscle and sailing ship.
..iaii I miss ma ewe .
flare wan much commotion backstage. laugh i.apia-nial
Leaving college at the end of the
.1 srri.amine sietis of relief and a general feeling that every- .Winter quarter, Dave rode his
,
id I ft h. : :.k-1,441’
.-ight-speed, French -sty le bicycle
across the United States to Bosihe
I
.
4.,
.4.41.
I
rat:fortsitiatels
that
4.
t
night.
414,4
Hot
ar
,,,n. Mess, in one month
ds h.to / ga. Illt
Ii..1..got al 1414.4 I. r. g ’,ling opening night...
"I only had two flat tires :Ind
1.,1
HSIl:/1_;
;P
just tiiinsed a snow storm com,.
Of .1 1110111,111
ing acrons the Tean panhan,
.-41..! 1..n
dle," this e said. remembering
an opening mght iii Resclries f:xcitement and atmosphi
1
bin luck during the trip.
- im, high Anil 1.1111.1.11/....1.11) ry111Ir11{ Will, typical.
Dai.e asked to join the Woods
rre
11
’1 I,-> May ’" V!()Uld be as funny as "Kiss Hole Oceanographic expedition at
if. II.,
lb., ...-tia, storotered if five other actors wouk1 fluff their ’Boston, and he was one rif the few
I
u,r:ilerert it it was all n-litth the trouble. coeds on students selected for the trip.
.10141.41 if the) should laugh at %rune of the jukes: male SparAboard the "Albatross.- an FlO,401.-. .1
n tf chorus girls uould appear; the fellow sitting oot sailini., ship, he worked uith
.a.1
uoraleiert 9 tile gaiig should go out after the show; his date the cress of the ship and
technical
i..1 a. bat ’lliazht Bos" did a. hen everybody laughed: and I %on- personnel for 13 months During
King l,.oj ari undeintioly
!
those months they sailed hii,iiiar
miles, visiting 12 countries and
Is lands tritiehed by the At
P

husy, she iorrected chemistry
paper’s.
Science is a "rough field" for
women, the tiny, blue-eyed professor admitted. "It’s considered
a man’s profession. If I’m accepted, Its because I worked Si) closely with Dr. Peterson."

she heeame the first
In
and mils a onaan inntructor in
the Science department, She
was 19 sear, old. Resides teaching, she ass [Jr. Petrrnon’n neeretars and did all busing and
When she %% anal
insentars.

The student enrollment was
1000 when Dr. Cavins entered the
college. The Men’s gym. Little
Theater, Science and Library
buildings hadn’t been built, and
the Student Union was a public
.library. "Hut the campus had the
same friendly atmosphere it now
has,’’ she recalled. -That hasn’t
Jianged."
A sports fan. Dr. Car ins once
,ss ned a lacing thoroughbred
mare. The horse once won a thous rid dollars at the Sacramento
.lack, "enough to pay her way and
mine." Dr. Cavins hastened to explain. "The horse won with little
Iraining from me. I talc... no credit."

_

is....

DR. GERTRUDE (

Dave Orser Tells of Travels
To Twelve Foreign Countries

1

She Itt twit- II hat .She II

’v:iiieil

The technician. hart etl the
course.. of the I iiilf stream during the first leg of the .43 so).
age, Mast- sad. Ile added that
the ilat.i -..Ii,-.-t--d is of strat.gi.
importance Is. the NA% S

11. 01.1’. 1. 0 51..

I
1

41.
.1 11
11.1- 1111111.A 1....1111: 1.141%
10s 555.. is?,-, i. hem on
1.
II.
hr I ,s.
I4. o

1.111111.4 I .011 It 1 lion Co%.1sp..1
41...inei rim.; I humintrs II ’1
I.. lueen her .11141 la nIcr Crook,
....a to,. citation -rum. malor This
teart mu perninted Ihro 44 g Is
I Ilk III , and 011 IWO ails anc111, "Mow.. 111011. -I, in said. ’it
II.. .1111. 114 11 .1 sit sin ois our
....IL that is, 41.4 4411,41 to gels
olarri. 41 no ise 1..19141 get hag I.
MI...," this the% did. in IN,
I 9-4 I Ii,., are presentls
.4i lit1 npartan I its.
11,

100/0 Discount
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In 1948 and 1949 she timed SJS
track meets, one of the few worn I).
r
...
4f.
,.1,

that it seems to be a world-wide
custom for guides to eat and drini-;
unmercifully, and then leave ii
traveler to pay the bill.
"We just missed a resolution
in C oha." Da.’..- told me.
would Mose been something I. see, hut I telt a lot better going
ashore. knouing that esersthin.g
nos under control."
When the "Albatross.’
docked at Boston, Davie
to has bicscle and rode back
Jose to enroll again in college.
This was not the first time that
Dave had traveled abroad lie has
made two trips to Europe. For this
roost recent sojourn, he spent six
months reading descriptions of the
places he might visit and studying
maps.
On the "Albatross" he sailed
into ports of Newfoundland. Iceland. Ireland, England the Azores,
the Canary Islands, Africa, Brazil,
Trinidad, Cuba, the Bahamas. and
Bermuda island.
Dave is not planning anoth-r
world trip right away. He want to complete his conseration 1::
1,,i at college iv.fore
at!
mot c traveling

Spartan Revelries of ’53
fort
F

presents

Mat.
An original. all -student musical COMedy of New Orleans during the prohibition era. Reeelries’ 21st renewal
features the adventures of a weakkneed speakeasy proprietor, who tries
to take oyer the town - with tbe aid of
sparilin dialogue and tuneful songs.
Feb. le, 19. 20, 21

60’
With A.S.8. Card
’Tickets row
at Graduate
Manager’s office

COLLEGE CLEANERS
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288 E. San Carlos

I

,s.
I
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t
’lit ion licati
I rade sa inits. climatic la..!:
and uestn-ald dims.
Dave %al ned potential globc,rotteis to asoid glndr’S
the
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"Bachelor Shirt Laundry"

if

Shirts in at 9:00 - Out at S:00

on Picture Framirq

tniioiineiiig

Effective for the betonct

NMI

of the Winter Qucrter

NOW, under new management,
STARLING’S (formerly Bohannon’s)
is issuing a standing invitation to

BRINC, THIS AD!
HOUSE OF ARTS
& CRAFTS

all State students to come in and
enjoy the very finest in food.

WHOLESALE MEATS
Eagles,

Brown

?.

Brow,.

6tarii 9
tt

Ill 11111111 111111 ihIhillI IL’

E.:

Breakfast
Served at
Hours

.7.
E
=

Famous for fine food

We cut to order
antl deliver.
Cell CS 3 3577

455 Keyes S1

17 E. Santa Clara

Hours: 6:00 a.m. to Midnito. 7 Days a WeakAI
I.

SPARTAN
Exhibit Shows Important Role College Profs 1 Friday. Februar) 20. 1953
Psychology License Question
Dieticians Play in Adrertising Will Attend
Science Meet Slated as Topi? c of Discussi? on
DAILY

!I

A pictorial display near Room if the rake win turn out as well
18 of the home economics build- as in the ads."
!!
tv.o Ial!s
nil
CO Ill 11 end
n- inc of pi act icing
ing shows the important role home
Dieticians also plan the photo Four professors from the college chologists will be the topic of dis-Ithe next general meeting of the
economics graduates may play ini graphs which attract readers.
will
attend
a
meeting
of
the
cussion at the legislative conunit-; aesociation.
food advertising.
More work gots into prepariug the
American Chemical society in Los
,
Irene Seutter posted the photosl pictures than the average person Angeles during the spring vaca- tee meeting of the California State
Psychological association, to be
as a project for cafeteria manag- realizes. Mrs. Wendt believes.
San Jose State college, which
held in Fresno today and Satur- was started in San Francisco, was
er Fern Wendt’s class in organiza- "They have to look just right," "cm.
day.
Castro,
sad.
They
are:
Dr.
Albert
J.
"Sometimes a dietician
tion and management. The stu-; she
moved to it, present site in 1871.
dents are required to keep the , bakes 100 pancakes before a hatch assistiht protessor of chemistry:
Dr. Charles W. Telford, head a.
Dr.
H.
Murray Clark. associate of the psychology-philosopiry dibulletin board filled with material turns out which is picture perfect."
Iprofessor of chemistry; Dr. Bert vision and member of this coot
of interest to dieticians.
Beautiful
M. Morris, associate professor of miller, oil! represent the coll.-g,
Food companies employ dietiRE-UPHOLSTERING
and Dr. Benjamin F. at the meeting. One other repcians to plan recipes featuring
Naylor. head of the Chemistry de- resentative of state colleges. Dr.
their products because it’s good
Reasonable Cost
Partment.
Hugh Bell of Chico State. mill
business, Mrs. Wendt said, "For
Re -Sting
rept-.
four
oith
along
attend,
The
meeting
will
last
four
days
instance," she pointed out, "when
Northern
other
Factory
Methods
I
,
and
will
be
held
in
two
large
hosentatices
a flour company publishes a
The Intta-Varsity Christian Felnew cake recipe using its prod- lowship will hold its winter con- tels. It is the first A.C.S. conven- California colleges and ray (ruin
RigH Mater’als
uct, sales climb considerably. ference Feb. 20-22 at the Mission tion on the Pacific coast in five I Southern California colleges.
MART1NOUS RUG &
Homemakers are curious to fiee , Springs conference grounds, it was years.
Discussion w ill center around
UPHOLSTERY CLEANERS
I Dr. Naylor said about the meet -I two bills. IK/111 of a hich ad"
announced today.
no
o Faof
Speakers will be Miss A. Weath- ing, "It is important for chemists! cat.’ the been:sing of practicrue
CY 4-64,44
25 UNION ST.
California. The
.rell Johnson, of the China Inland to attend this meeting. It gives! psychologist s
mission. San Bernardino, the Rev. them a chance to hear new ideas comnitttee wall sett et one of I ,
Donald Lehmanta of the East Palo and meet old friends from disAlto Community church, and AVE tant placi,s."

Fllowsl
e
up Ilolds !chemistry,
inter Conference

Bronze Star Medal
Als-arded Former
Spartan Ed Major

First Lt. Donald E. Van Sandi,
former education major at the
college recently was awarded th.
Bronze Star for meritorious service in Korea. He was cited for his
work from July 15 to Nov. 10.
1952, with Battery B of the 3rd
Infantry division’s 9th field Artillery batallion.
Another former Spartan student, Pfc. Robert 11. Pollak, is returning to the United States after
serving 18 months in the 1st Cavardson, Alaska.
Pvt. William Hurst, former
physical education major and baseball performer at SJS, was recently selected as an honor student
in the Signal Corps Technical
Training Group at Camp San Luis
Obispo. He is continuing his studies in the Southwestern Signal
Replacement Training center at
the catnp.
Lt. Stanley J. Lobodinski, graduate of the college, completed a
psychological warfare orientation
course last month at Fort Richardson. Alaska. The course included theory, demonstrations and
practical exercises.

FIRST UNITARIAN
CHURCH

-How to Give
More

Successfully"

VISIT A LIBERAL CHURCH

First Unitarian Church
160 N. Third St.
San Jose, Calif.

sifieds

IStimmer Courses
Near 100 Mark

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
DINNERS
85c and up
II
cpc-,
to I rn

SPAGHETTI
and
PIZZA
Also
prepared
Pizza
to take out

Nearly 400 courses will Is’ offered in the summer sessions catalog, which will be available within
a month, according to Dr. RayCloeed on
FOR RENT
mond Mosher, dean of summer ssMonday
Men Wanted to loom and board sions.
lat 101 Manor. $47.50 per month.
FOODS
ITALIAN
FINE
Copy for the publications is be
101 Not
Filth street.
ing taken to the printers in Sac292 SOUTH MARKET
i Bedroom and kitchen for 1 01. 2 ramento today, he said.
girls. Draw drapes and linen. $15
per month, 112 S. 12th street. CY
7-2281.
Room. Kitchen privileges. Optional. 232 S. 11th street. upstairs.
Board and room. Close to college. Good food. 310 S. Third
street. CY 5-4544.
rooms.
furnished
Completely
Kitchen privileges. Two male students. $24 a month each. 633 S.
Fifth street, CY 2-0701.
Housekeeping apartment for3
girls. Private bath. $14 each per
month. Available Mar, I. Apply
382 E. San Carlos street.
Apartment for 1 or 2 girls. Call
after 3:30 p.m. 287 S. Ninth street.
CY 5-9935. Ask for manager.
Wanted: A roommate to share
excellent apartment. Call at Apt.
454 S. 7th St. or Call CY 5-7590.
. Ask for Nancy Smith.
’dlately: 1 girl to
Wanted in
Pa tPose TO ASSIST outstanding graduates in aniref,ey half time during regular sesobtaining their Master of Science De- sions weakling on then Mastet’s Ikgree.
share Joyce: new apartment. 1
grees slide employed in industry and 1 he salary aid he commensurate a 1,11
Idock from school. CY 3-6260.
no
ntaking significant contributions to im- the individuals ability’ and experience.
portant nit! tat work.
REWARD
and will reflect the average in the elee.Dryibrld y lane 19,1 college graduates and mem- tronrcs inefirstty. Salary youth still he
For information leading to the
bers of the alined %m ice, being honor- on the a me basis as for hill -time mem.it rest and conviction of person
abl, discharged rotor to September. bers of the engineering staff. lii addition.
persons who took one 2-foot
fop health.
19v1. twisting degree, in the follow irig the inticriduals will
multi-colored beach hat off coat
fields:
accident. and lite insurance benefit,. As
..tek by school cafeteria. Inquire
Well as outer benefits accruing to fullELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
TIE RACK, 121 S. First street.
time mends:is.
PHYSICS
MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
For those resitting outside of the South - Tin r; dna
1.0sT AND FOUND
Those chown to participate in this plan tun Calitienir area. actual II acl and
Parker ’31 pen. Maroon. Initials
lip iii 1..q. noes
a ill be from the upper portion of their tutoring cspenses will he allowed
-N.A.H. Call CY 4-9120.
graduating classes and will have evi- ten per cent of the fall slatting annual
FOR SALE
denced outst:Ineting ability. ’1 hey must salary.
also have di,pla,ed some degree of crea- Tuition. admission fee. and required
For Sale:- ’40 Packard. Radio
tive ability and possess personal6 traits hooks at either the University of ( tiltoid heater. Will make deal. Con enabling them to work well with others. fornis at I os Angeles or the lIntreisity
’t Doris. Graduate Manager’s
Citizenship .Applicants mend be United Aitates citi- of Southern Calilin flu. coserrag the rezen,. and aiAards will he contingent upon quired number of units necessary to obobtaining appropriate seem it y clearance, tain a Master’s [Tepee. well he proyinfed
as work at the Hughes Research and by Hughes Research and Desclopment
Deselopment I al:nu:dories may he re- Laboratories.
lated to National Defemee projects.
Approximately one hundted rootlet airs Candidates for Master of science De.. live Awards are made each Year. if suf- of A III di
t’nii’c
glees must meet the entrance require- ficient qualified candidates present themments for achanced study at the selves.
nit corny of California at Los Angeles
,orri of
or the University of Southern C alibi ma. Candidates will be selected by the Com- owftdo too
mittee for Coadttatc Study of the Hughes
Program Under this Cooperative Plan. commenc- Research and Development Labora:ng June 1951. participants will fallow tories.
this schedule of employment at Noshes:
Application forms should he oblained .4 HI." ,if ’ON
FULL TIMEfrom June, 1953 to Sept., 1953. prior
to I-eh:navy IS. 1951. Completed I ’rto ’dor,
HALF.TIMEfrom Sept., 1953 to Junc. 1954, applications accompanied by up-io-date
FULL TIMEfrom June, 1954 to Sept 1950. grade transcripts nttec he returned 154
HALF TIMEfrom Sept., 1954 to June, 1955. later than I thrunt 15, 19,1. %elections
Reeipients will earn fi,e-eighths of a will he made during the month of
normal &alai!, each )Cdf and attend a Match.

MASTER
OF

Hughes cooperative plan for

SCIENCE

DEGREES

"DECUDIMPLY
MORE ICEASONA13LE
111A,N LOGICAL-IN OL31. TIME

L7*(1,40

Addrese correspondence to

HUGHES

COMMITTEE FOR GRADUATE STUDY

RESEARCH
AND

charcoal broiled
steakburgers
Located on El Camino Real

. north of Santa Clara

DEVELOPMENT

LABORATORIES

I

a
.
_
. .
Friday, February 20, 19.1.3
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Color Com tibliory, Rock
\len, 1-lome of Sigma Pi
Different,

unique,

no ing combination ot

unusual

four-o’clockmatched with

in-the-mornirg
matter how you spell it, the only

grey deers isaping on green, Wu,
and violet wallpaper.
as
paint
The
stirred and splashed on by the
Fall and Winter pledge class.,
after several of the more talented
actives had chosen the wallpaper.
Only hitch in the "do it ourselves.’ program was that buyers
forgot to get together to plan
their colors.
listen to reason.
Comment from the boys.
While more fashionable Greek
c
off sooner. or later. We hope.
hadhlp
!I.Ai sororities and fraternities
. Nothing lasts fete’. er."
prom:.heir decoratimt done by
nut:I members of the Home Eco-

possible description of the Sigma
Pi house redecorating job is "out
.,t
The combination of Sherman tank green, cold fried egg yellow,
and robin’s egg blue is proof that
when it comes to a man’s ties and
his (rate, oily house, he just won’t

nomics department. the Sivma Pt
chose independence over col..
sens..

The cential thiMe t’. col.’

a!

Iota of it. The hoes run from sun-

..,1,..mir.
da
Win

1 r and
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their 1
hestess
nations
Plei

ROBERT LAWS
.Sef /0/I

0/ PA 0/09 Par It I/

288-90 Park Ave.
Free Parking

CV 5-9215
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Saturday, Sunday Special!
Course
Dinner

100

HAM
SPAGHETTI, MEATBALLS
RAVIOLI
HAMBURGER STEAK
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of the Show . . . the

Dream burger.

, I,

BO

you won’t believe it!
Ladies!

2 (two!) hamburgers

Enjoy a delightful, non-fattening
"Co-ed’s Lunch"
Includes Sandwich,
Choice of Soup

or

Salad

.50

I slice of ham
I slice of cheese
pickle, onion, french fries

Boss

MEIsI

AU for only .75
"Dogwood never had it so good"

.%

Daily Specials
Different Every Day

!,

Free Parking
Every Day, Except

Includes He -Men
7reete

Vegetable,

Salad,

Main

Course,

Thur.eay After 6:00 pro.
All Dcrf

Coffee

Sunday

PASTRIES
In

FRENCH BREAD, ROLLS
and

for th..

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
co, itKit & SAN ’LIDO,’

.*Ii! Is. sold today lioM 12 noo
1
t
t, in at the I
I h.
aT..o tnay he 1,1
rit.:.
i(;atu:

1.,

Complete Fountain Service
OPEN:

,

6:30 a.m.
a

REBUILT TYPEWRITERS

$09’OOpri
6 Dar. a

Wcr!,

Late Models
All Mellen
Rental Terms

New

Machine Guarantee

Special

Rates to Students

HUNTER’S

141 SOUTH THIRD

Office Equipment Co.

71 E.

San Fernando

CV 4-2091

Di

I.
I

I I

aveil"
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Two -Quick Blocks From The Campus

We
SLIM

IMF

ceciai Papade
Edited by JO ROSSMANN
Thi Chi Pi Sigmas played hearts and flowers Friday night, celeeeeing the birthday or the annisersary or whatever it was of St.
Valentin,. They gave flowers fashioned in heart -shaped corsages to
:e ir dates as they stepped through a heart -shaped doorway.
Winston Dahl, dance chairman, was in charge of the fuss and
aines. aided by Dave Kirwin who took care of the entertaiament
‘;: and Mrs. Yosh Uchida chaperoned the party.
Everybody’s Doing It
The Kappa Kappa lianinsa will tall into line ssith the rest of
their N-IP-entertalning sister April 1:-t5. The Kappa% will he
au-tr....es to the providence eomention and Mrs. Edith Crabtree,
national president.
To Announce
Pled: Norma KoeIler passed chocolates to her future Alpha Chi
aa ea sisters Monday nig:hut announce her engagement to Edward
eeiner. Norma is a sophomore business administration major. Ed
enier business major from Los Gatos.
Missing Someone?
AT’) pledges packed up Actives Ken Gruss, Doug Shaw. pledge
.tir.
and Dick Hubei Friday night and showed them the beauties
’vs aria and vicinity. After visiting Carson City, Virginia City,
Donner Summit, they dropped Brother Gruss in Loomis.
ileck a are hack and lull week is yet to come.
ce;
_.

Third Finger, Etc.
,mecaa Diane Lutz and :Marilyn \I’dhams :elm-yawed theii
o creitly to their solority sist, is.

*
One Lump. or Tao
kappa .41plia Theta, met their district president. Mrs. tiarser.
Titesila (parr afternoon tea. The Theta. rerentla ti,dieated their
room to Miss Bernice Thompkins, associate professor of
11.ipter
itistor3..
wa4, the sorority’s
da.. celebration
sat
Come As You %% WI
The Alpha Phis and the Delta Sigma Phis unaurpress,a1 tie it
ea-oei desires last week with an -xchange. Roth sides cam.
ss hat they would like most to he. PoI’llio Gedryll was ii
eiaeii
],o

Our Boys
aienia Nu mothers met over teacups :2esterday afternoon to
tiimi is, their sons and make plans for helping the fraternity. The
parents club %sax the first organized fraternity parents club on
campus. Ed (’oh in is in charge of running things.
MO Call
Friends of Kappa Tau actives who would like to (-entail seseral
of the boys in the service may get their addresses at the Kappa Tau
house. All the men expressed a desire for more news from home,
aecartaing to Jim Nash, KT public relations chairman. On the service
honor roll are Pvts. Tom Richardson. Jack ilihner, Ed Mat-croft, John
jaggar, Seamen Pat Redding, Bob Sutton, Paul Schifano and Pete
Thinerson.

BOWL FOR . . .

AMUSEMENT
at the Home of

SPARTAN BOWLERS
We teature a fail fine of

,/FC Names Of’leers;
ATO Gene Broderick
Succeeds Dick Garcia
Gene, Broderick of Alpha Tau
anega was elected president of
the Interfraternity council re- cently to succeed Dick Garcia,
Theta Chi.
Elected with him were Bucky
Iaa in, vice-president. Sigma Nu;
fen Rhodes, treasurer, Delta Upsilon; Kenny Mitchell. secretary.
Lambda Chi Alpha; Pat McFai-. Ian, athletic chairman, SAE; Jim
Freeman. publicity chairman, Sigma Pi; Ben Manfre, spring dance
chairman, SAE.

Bowling Ball Bags and Shoes
12
taLe

Four Join Pi ()mega Pi.
K. Robinson
Hear Miss
"peals on Placement

LANES

PE CLASSES HELD HERE

Party- Fetes’
Chi Omega
Anniversary

-1 Friday, February 20,15t3.3

Chi Oniegas will wish their
chapter happy birthday Monday
with the traditional cake, ice
cream, and all the tiimmings at
the chapter house.
The official fifth anniversary of
Iota Delta chapter is Sunday.
A birthday cake decorated with
an owl perched on the top of a
frosting replica of the tower and
surrotinded b fist. white carnations will be provided by Dr. G.
A. McCallum, the sorority’s official father.
Present lor the occasion will he
alines. Ernest Tallman. regional director, G. A. McCallum, Herman
. McBride. Kenneth Miles. and
Miss Myrne Shepherd, founders:
and Mrs. Wiley
Gecko and
Miss Marie Carr, advisers.
Dr. John Hunt Shepard. the
’girls adopted grandfather, also
will la, present.
Included on the guest list al-,
Mmes. Walter Caldwell, Richard
Dticoll, Herman McBride. Daniel
St.. a. M. K. Luther, Paul Pendeieeaff, and Norman Ingraham,
members 01 the corporation board.
last presidents who will NIP
eel the cake inelude Mrs. Donald
Eaten. Betty Lou Taylor, Melba
7111s, intl N:ohi rini Sproul.

t;annna Phi Beta
:hapters1’0 Hold
Conference Here

PAIVA, Mgr.

Ova.

1:30 AM. +o 9:00 PM, Sat. and Sun. to 9:30

1/5 SAN AUGUSTINE STREET
Downstairs

CI 4-5045

The Colonial and Italian rooms of San Fianciscos st 1": anis
hotel will be the site of the Interfraternity councils %mita lomat.
Feb. 2S.
If will be the sixth annual dance for the twelve campus national
fraternities. Dancing will be to the music of Murray Peterson ard
his orchestra.
Rick Vatan and Tom Carr,. II
Delta Sigma Phis Elect
are co-cnaireen. Pato-ins 5110 tie
tronesses for the evening
llart Scarper President.
Dean tind Mrs. Stanley Benz. lir
t:ontlitct
Initiation
and Mrs. Charlea 1.. Sufis, Id. Dr.
and Mrs. Edsvard W. Clements,
Mare Scarper will t,ek, ie.
and Raymond Wilkerson. Ads isers .prvaidency of Delta Sigma
from each fraternity nisei will at- social fraternit:k, in Minch. Scartend.
per is as ekaned Monde* slight.
Insitations has, been sent to He succeeds Gene, Ashburn.
department and division heads
New officers
include
Hank
and colieee eilminiatratms.
sier president: Jack MamDaring the is ering the sweet- ba, secretara; Kaye Tamlin. treasheart son...:h of all thi na ether tio.1-; Roger Carter, segreant-ittalms: iini fiagert. editor: Chuck
fraternitii s will 0,
Aomia, historian.
’It so r e titan POO tratrnit
members and thrir dates are
Sunday’ t hi brothers hat the
especterl to attend. iiicording
the members of the !Nita Sigma
to Jim Freeman. IFE
PM Davis volony throm.rh form,’
chairman.
and informal initiation cel.anon..
Camiris nThonals incTid- Alpha A dinner at the chapter ho,.,
Tim Orneea, Pi Kappa Aipha. Phi .folliaved the initiation. Gene Ashsieme Eatepa. Sea-- a Alpha Epsi- ’ ti"til is .is iii ch;.,
lon. slr.:rri Pi.
ea Senei Phi
_SIP
lat
S.tana Nut, Lairtsia
Alpha. Th. in Chi. Theta Xi.
5: -ins Ch,, an0 Kappa Alpha.

11( ut
1Iplia I:hi
’Marion
.tine l’Irfloc I ’II icerMarlOn SOHIsa via. 1ii

il’

pria:ident. and :
elected pk-rk.
_,.-rias.r.1 surotity elec-

/
Lund is as
HARD
SIZES ,
I presidi lit
t ions.
SEVEN & ,
TO
Nliss scrisa sine. di. F:11. n
NINE?
FIND?
singer. w Ito Si-i-si-d 155 ii teem- :president.
E feet .c1 ot leers include
preaident,
first
:Clayton.
sice
!Marilyn Swenson. phalee tiainer:
Prim, recording secretary
Marya Lerwill. correspondIne sec.if flit fitImit,118
retary ; Joan Prirena, treasurer
HOUSE OF NINE
iJe a n et te Hargrave, historian
Melva Sperling, social chairman
19 Famous Shops
Beset l Ridenour, rushing chairman: Joan Drake. ssardeni Joiie
I & 9
i Getter, publicity :
Mardesiet
;editor. Bett
’chairman; Dorrith
brill palm.
Sigma Nits To Conclude
include
Miss Lunds* offieers
Help Week With Sunday ’Barbara Dunbar, vice, president:
Shelia Andre, seers tau’; Giettchen 44 e. sow ontonio
Afternoon Open House
Wagner. aetiities chairman; Dobetween first
Open house will conclude na- ris Mardesick, AWS: Norma Kcsl
sad seciped
tional Sigma Nu Community Help her, scholarship chairman.
week for the campus chapter Sunday afternoon.
The chapter house at 646 S.
Fifth st reet will he open to
4 ,:......,.. 0....
:
friends, relatives, and sightseers * i.,,,il r:
:
at 2 p.m.
.he
all
ut
’s."
,-.-.-c.kr
,-fas
Tile
new.
* ’1.Sunday also will be the official *
*
,, 1:litng ao-wf. A
JeeS’",3
house-warming of the house purof
chased by the fraternity in Sep- *
42
*
beauty
ta ,e- - e
- -,e’
....
t
tember.
4.*4.
Girls pinned to the actives will : aiLi-.. ’girl
4.
welcome the guests. Ilostmses in 4.*
chide Ellen Bersinger. Riba Pun- ;
cites. Marilyn Scott, and LaVeine
156 W. San Carlos
ac
Salon
Theresa Whaler Beauty
a
Forni. Bucky Levin is chairriver ;
CY 5-2 448
assisted by Ed robin, Jack Luca, *
Don Smith, and Keith Endersta

NOT

*
*
*

JOSE BOWL

Jtaliatt eccitaunnit

7

IFC Select St. Francis’
As Site of Annual Dance

,
Members of the campus chapter
’of Gamma Phi Beta will be hostesses to Gamma Phis from sesi:n
wesba-n colleges Mar. 28-30 dot-ing the biennial province meiding.
This is the first time the conference has been held in San Jose.
Mrs. Myrtle Patterson, province
director, will be official hostess.
Lois Kirchner is chapter president.
Attending the- meeting willhe
representatives from the University of Nevada, San Diego State
college, Univitrsity of A r i zon a,
Arizona Stag’ college, University
of California, University of California at Los Angeles, and the
University of Southern California.

Four members setae initiated
into 1-.; Omega Pi. national honorary business education fraterFOUNTAIN LUNCH
nity, Feb. 12 in a meeting at the
home of Miss Dorothy Beegle.
Open from 10 a.m.
Initiated Were students Nora
Nam. and Joan Pracna and instructors Donald A. Miner and Delores liertelo.so
J. Hugh Jackson jr.
Miss Doris K. Robinson, ti.aeher Chi thne4.1
172 W. SANTA CLARA
placement officer. spoke to the
1.
CYprois 3-2657
group on "Placement Possibilities Delores fiei
to head fita ii
year’s asinine!,
ing with her will be Jan,’
Jnimson. viee-president ; Joy c.
.trland o, recording secretaly
Delicious Italian Dinners . .
Marilyn Jenkins, assistant recordfeaturing
ing secretaty; Mary Miner, cot
responding secretary; Virginia
HOME MADE RAVIOLI AND SPAGHETTI
Gray. treasurer: Bernie Baeacrio.
pledge trainer; Ma rian ICruse,
COME AS YOU ARE
HOT FOOD TO TAKE OLT
personnel chairman: JackieWeek Days
65c
Saghetti, qt.
$1.40
D’Andrea.
activities chairman
:Noreen Golden. vocation chaii75c
Sundays
Rovoli, q.
$1.60
Dflilna
Van
Horn. Beni ),
Privafe Bancr,et Room
A cuart cf each feeds slit
1Panhellenic delegate: Betty Wise:
junior Panhellenic delegate; Bar We cater to Bonge.ets
’

PIED -"yfuD

SPARTAN DAII.V

PARK’S
FOR ARTISTS MATERIALS
Winsor & Noeson-Grumbactior
Permeneret Oil Points
Cu’ 3 1793
12 E s,-.. Cu’.

..

CO-El) CUT

IIP. 4

:5,-,

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SAN JOSE STATE WOMEN
AT PACIFIC TELEPHONE
The Telephone C7impar.y offers erre of indusny’s most des.rble
positions to college women 45 StIV1C Reorammatiott
needs,
CO\40.1,111..1. +04114.0.1
These ire the girl. ,A14:1 fedi after
nhether it be a equest for use sruice, an order to change the
bill,
type of ’eerie*. e information about
Its a ;ob
good starting salary. friendly associetes regular
ineeses. eopoetenify for aduncernent. and many *Aar +IIC
tidiiiintaget
MISS VIRGINIA SIMPSON sui’l be glad to discuss this interesting
position with you at the PLACEMENT OFFICE en Wednesday.
February 25. 1953.
Reg,srotion and appointments may be inside with
MENT OFFia Roe, ICC

PACIFIC TELEPHONE

oho

Pt

ACF_

,.
:

Skunks Seek Higher Learning

Ranger
Victim of
Sponsorship

Friday, February

SPARTAN DAILY

P

211-?53 1Lone

.To is
Campus Campus
By ED JACOUBOWSKY

In this day of queen contests right are: . I. it is refreshing to
soid about a contest to deternsine the most eligible bachelor on
:upos :it Arizona Stat colleve in Flagstaff. Members of each of
!
iedlege’s three frateinities and the Associated Men Students counsi1l chrezse candidates.
The only eligibility rules set up are that the candidates must be
(.(.1e. must not bas been prcs 10tody married and must not have
entangliwz alliances, namely engagements, at present. All women
..derits ine allowed to yid- Announcement of the most
0 belro %%di too- ii id.’ at tile annual -Sy-spite-art Ball "
AIN’T 1017% Tor FEAR NEL 1061.1K
I 4...k like Idaho, ststle college o, ant be nide to refehrate the
..11n0,10Aar% of the ’Ittig Leak." The pesky estinuriinK pool
so much trouble the last year finalls is
a hid to has beets
ergang re-pair work.
VICIXF.1f, Mt/NCI% MONEY
not ’the only coll.-go- in the- cowltrI:
ti bre. tacno I iflottlenos so. tilt the state. The president of the
nit 0 013 71’1,1111y spent a hill day before the state
be 1, viibotion,. tbe whys and wherefoies of university financial
--rill.. kV; taws the legislators weren’t too anxious to part
,, ai !I. 4. h money as Nee university Is IllieStett.
KENTON PLAIN AT MONTANA
11., student coursed at Montana Stale .university recently OK’d
esp. tatitei
515Ion to bring Stan Kenton and his band to the
!,,
concit and dance Admis.atni to thi affair was set
a to .I
NI/Alt
111414% Shot tthat
1,..scry no. Ii mid tie to the college bring. a ,o- It wool .
101-1,or, to, the LAW, he;oter too, tuaterot consumption. ’I he 11140,10.5
.1
ista
shoals’ on a weekday .atter ...... n and 00 ening,. A.. a great
many sostroctorn to.,, ow-ern to, chtot..- nrelsrlas for o-saminations,
quite L few stork-isle at.- 1111:011.. too
these moos Ws.
lii ,%rning
staisherel ontsersits 11.1.4 tor ur end ’.o-ars held S
10.0
’It rent.. per per...H. the anis ersits
tills the’s ono 0 ap.ecies airelitortram. It se-eins tee me it might he 14 sort It to t r.
ier

DAD’- 1111:15.
PREMP:
weekend celebrated its ’26th annual
l’iiisersity 01
. Irees." Mot o thani 1(/1) dads turned out for the celebration. Th,
(jay W1421 planned tor the dads of 1rregem students.

Tit.
I
;We

commrrrrrmrt

An ilitorial appr00011114 in the Spartan Daily early in the quarter
!...ind its way into the San Bernardino Valley college Warwhoop.
evidently lams the same problem - too many committee’..
tool commented on Jerry Ball’s suggestion to the Stiaknt
,,,nell that it form two more minunattees tot investigate methods of
’fossil Ow totinot,er of COle11111tol ttt NIIIdeht
VET -.I s THISli
till
lc hi itee trark 001 awns" / 31"1041,
to sportnnriter ion the
-0..1.o’ Dads atri ads, 11.0. doped out is meet. It seems the bol-a
op. eon the I +arm k.ssen’t toil the I nisersity of Southern California
oi track shire 1033_ a lune. long time ago.
1 I. ifIth,111111111g, the Stanford scribe eilime
too -tot’- pH", 0
to,oo, h.it 0
0 ’0,1 be falter to) nail until next year.
..n:
ii,. holed on tho column. After eonunenting
actitium (111,- 10 ,414101a.41
I,
.
-u too .1 ’
reasons, the
1.
111.4,1,
t ";(*. 41114/1114. "

University of Oregon:
This Saturday will mark twenty
years of coming out of the west
for the Lone Ranger, the oldest
continuous half-hour program in
radio history. The program aims
at more than mere entertainment.
It tries to emphasize the triumph
of good over evil, and a better
way of living to its listeners of
an impressionable age.
This latter aim has been lost
somewhat with sponsorship. Prior
to that time. the "Ranger" would
have a short talk with the kiddie,
at the 15-minute break, pointing
up the aims of good living. Now
they hear about "tiny kernels
shaped like the letter ’o’." If
nothing else. part four of the
William Tell overture now is more
widely known.

Arizona State college, Flagstaff: I
Freeze, brother, freeze! If you
encounter one of the streamlined
kitty cats with the white stripe
down its back, you will find it
very convenient not to scare it
for the nostrils’ sake.

Yoi

";,I
Yes. it Seem% that skunks
have decided to educate the4niselvis, at ASC.
It seems that some of the boldei
ones have established residenceunder North Hall. (Probably just
the female ones.)
If you shuold see one of the
little fellows within a few yards
0
of year, it is safest to stand
les give a floral salute to SOO
get
eornpletely still and let him
father of our country on hie
birthday by having patriotic
away from you. They usually
in our beams!
bouquets
will get away very quickly Utiles% harmed or scared. In the
SAY IT WITH FLOWERS
hotter caoe It would be wrist- to
ON EVERY OCCASION
bury your clothes. They rarely
from
miss what theyerahaim
:14
at.
Just remember you are sate so
long as you don’t scare them. If
S
you See a Child near one, try to
Since 1885
creating
coax him away- without
"Famous for Fine Flowers"
s;
any alarm, for if you do, it is ss.ss,
second and San Fernando N
rather difficult to air a child on
Fvpress 2-8312
the clothesline, even with hi, s’,..1440:0WirWWWWeigo-4.’
ItISI ’flt

periodLeici
,tuprpee;ati thl
t
’An-gent
T

e544a44. to
Whokifflos

lished
bassy

and Pc
editors
d.-hint
lith’oe I,
probler
gist’oc

leg -qua
"Atlanti
ac
11 yu

4

I! whine Age
In miles Cul
Coffee Shop

may fin;
Israel,

ploAresre t

It’s "Coffee Time
at Crystal"

I niserivIty of California:
Tile machine age rolls right
;along. Latst
of "gadgets:" 0,1
’campus is a vending machine in
Otte men’s clubrooms which de; Ic.ers coffee for 10 cents.
What about cream and sugar?
Just turn a lever and that’s all
taken care of; black, cream and
sugar, cream without sugar, sugar
ssiihout cream all are available
.1o.. .iodine to choice
The one -machine coffee shop,
just off the
terrace, is
the same type used in many
industrial (deludes and is !besieged the esperimental stage. It
still furnish coffee for the clubrooms until 10 p.m. every day.
Dive IfoIler, ASUC president.
:explained that plans are tinder’ Way to arrange for keeping tit,
,elubrooms open until 11 pan, for
the benefit of students who study
in the library-.
a
Korean veterans at the collee
total 19.1. according hi the Rei.!
trar’s office.

"F:qual
putelistm

pose. a
C-. "to
men."
The
cery 1
Itroadcat
talus pc
jects ot
teresting
titled "y
which tb
sign bro
If ye
Is .-set
appeal,

The perfect place to stop for a
"coffee date" or after the show.
SEVENTH and SANTA CLARA
Its the Greatest"

SPECIAL RATES
FOR STUDENTS
on
Watch Repairing

it;riumagl
geo
The
the Rel
enee, At
ing roon

Bands

Diamonds and Jewelry

STUDIO JEWELERS
ose

394 South First Street

Will

On4rEme will Zell..

o

Only time will tell about a
promising singer! Arid only
time will tell about a cigarette!

WHAT? SELL

INSURANCE

1

WITH A VOICE
LIKE

SHE’LL BE AN

BET SHE

OPERA STAR!
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THERE MUST If A REASON WHY Camel
us America’s most popular igaretteleading all other brand, by billions!
Camels base the two things smokers
want most -rich, full flax -or arid cool,
coiil mildness -pack after pack! Tr!,
amels for if) days and see how mild.
how Rasorfulhow thoroughly en kr}
able they arc as your steady smoke:
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Looking for Something?
just Try the Library
You say you’re fussy? You say you’re hard +o please?
No matter how unusual your tastes are, one of the library’s I 700
periodicals will satisfy.
There’s "Accent," a quarterly of new literaLet’s begin with
ture; the "Armenian Review," fiction and articles written by ArmeMans, and done well enough to
to other racial groups; and
-Argentine Current Events."
Science

Group
Members Help
Library

The latter is a bulletin pub lished by the Argentine Ern In Washington and describes Argentina as "a nation
socially just, economically free
and politically sovereign." The
editors carefully refrain from
delving into their cotintry’s poand
economic
social
litical.
problems, explaining that their
purpose is "to inform. not to
give opinion:"
"Blackwcxxl’s magazine has a
Iugh-quality British air.. It’s the
Atlantic Monthly" with an En _11,h accent.
If you’re interested in Czech.
.losakia, there is a magazine,
Life." You also
Czechoslovak
lilies find magazines about China,
Ise ad, Mexico and Pakistan.

Members of Tri Beta, biology
honor society, have been given the
job of cataloging and listing books
of the Science Memorial library.
Work will begin at 8:30 a.m. Saturday morning, according to Stan
Thompson, historian of the group.
The memorial library began in
1949 when Dr. Karl Hazeltine
died and his wife donated his
books to the school. Dr. Hazeltine
taugh nature study at the college
for 20 years.
Later, books were donated from
the late Dr. Gayle Pickwell’s library. Dr. Pickwell was a professor of zoology here.
Fred Buss, who taught geology
at the college, died several years
ago, and his books were given
to the library.
Mrs. Keith Hughes contributed
her husband’s books after his
death. Hughes was a graduate
student a/ the college, working
on his M.A.
Dr. Carl Duncan, head of the
Science department, said, "In a
few years, when the new addition
to our building is complete, the
memorial library will be an outstanding feature of the college."

Are you a woman who deplores the fact that it’s a man’s
world. Why not leaf through
"Equal Rights," a pamphlet
published by the National Women’s party. This party’s purpose. according to the bulletin.
is "to raise the status of %%omen.Listener" is published
*The
esery Thursday by the British
Broadcasting System, and contains poems and articles on subjects other than radio. Most interesting feature is a section
titled "what they are saying," in
which the magazine analyzes foreign broadcasts.
If you want a periodical that
is exclusive and has a limit eel
appeal, try "Strand." a
Ih
It magazine for those uho plav
stringed instruments.
A "Master Puppeteer" fr1/111
The periodicals are located in
Germany, Erhard Reis, will prethe Reference, Science Refera lacture and demonstration
ence, Arts, and Education read- sent
of his "Braunschweiger Puppets,"
ing rooms.
a professional puppet company, today at 3:30 and 8:15 p.m. in the
Little Theater.
Reis is attending Stanford university as a representative of the
West German government. His
Students who have applied for home is Braunschweig, Germany,
s4,1I111114.‘1* work at Yosemite Nawhere he is in charge of the puptional park are asked to inform pet department in a school of fine
tlu, Placement office of their ex- arts.
perience in the various jobs availThe Speech and Drama departable,.
ment is sponsoring his appeal Student employees will be se- :ince. according to John Richar,i
lected on the basis of their ex- Kerr. assistant professor of drama,
I ienee and their grade average and Dr. Hugh W. Gillis, departin college, Mrs. Nancy Diez, part- ment head.
time placement secretary, said.

Master Puppeteer
Plans Show here

Februao 20. 1953
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Report Due on Policy Meeting

Of ’Sheep
is Next
ext Week

.

The stag,’
stage of the Little Theater
is cluttered with painting paraphernalia now, but next Friday
night it will be in order for the
opening of "The Sheep Well."
With paint spray in hand.
Rollin Buckman, instructor in
drama. is putting the finishing
t
hes on tut) revolving sets
that make up the main setting
for the play.
Mr. Buckman is so designer
for the production. This is his
first year of leaching at the college. Before coming here he was
working for his doctor’s degree in
drama at Stanford university. He
has been drama technical director for Southern Illinois university and Whittier college.

A report on the Western
lege American Foreign
conference, held last week at
Stanford university, will he gie.
at the Monday evening meet
of the International Relatii.:
club.

NOW SERVING
BREAKFAST 6 DAYS

Anton Howard, publicity ch:ei.
man for the organization. al
nouncixi that the, meeting will 1.
own to the student body.

A WEEK
(Sundays excluded?

A symposium will be held di,
(,:ssing the conference. Taking
part will be Derrell Repp, Lon
Polk, Barbara Roach, Medric God.
boutand Howard. Howard will
act as moderator.

SANDWICHES

The panel will discuss the ee,,
nomie. political. and social aspee.
of our foreign policy.

FOUNTAIN SERVICE

loll kinds/
Quick

Service-.

DAFT’S
SPARTAN INN

The meeting will start at 7:30
124 SOUTH FIRST
p.m. and will tie held in tie,
(Across from Campus)
He explains that the main tech- Student Union.
nical difficulty in the staging of
"The Sheep Well" is the large,
number of scene shifts necessary.
The play was written in the
Shakespearian era, when few
background props were used.
There are more than 18 scenes
in the play. The action is too rapid
Finest Work at Reasonable Prices
for act divisions, so five or six
second scene shifts will be made
CI 3-3343
257 South First
during blackouts between each
scene, Mr. Buckman explained.
The two revoliing set will
suggest scenes in a peasant vilOpen Thursday
lage, a castle, and an open field.
till 9 p.m.
"FOR THE PICTURE THAT LOOKS UKE YOU"
(hanges in lighting %till create
different effects. The stage sets
I are formal, rather than realisI tic, according to the set de-signer.
I Tickets to the play now are
on sale in the Speech office.
The production will run Feb. 27.
128 and Mar. 5-7.
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With this Ad you gef
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BEST MILKSHAKES
IN SAN JOSE
105 E. SAN FERNANDO

CORSAGES

IThird and Santa Clara

10% OFF

FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS

qinteM:46

CV 5-4935

Yosemite Workers
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All student Science Organizaoti ns: If you intend to participate,
=
in the Science Open House. please
.S. notify Paul Sakamoto as soon as
S. 7th and VIRGINIA
Et
= possible.
CV 2-5437
AN’S: March Melodies DVC0141=
=
=
I -4 4ils meeting today in AWS
E Auto Repair
= i’,1111g.‘ at 3:30 p.m.
AUTOMOTIVE E student Court: Meet today. Stu .7. H, Ill Union. at 3:30 p.m.
SERVICE
=
Spacial Student Rates
=
student V: Meet tomorrow, in
=
Authoring! Ford, klaccury,
= the Student Y. at 5:30 p.m. Din=
Lincoln Service
= eel- at 5 30 p.m. Everyone wet=
= 730 The Alameda
CV 7.1134 = I come.
Spartan Chess club: Meet to,
= Typitwribtri
=, clay. Student Union, at 3:30 p tn.
=
FORi
RENTALS. SALES,
=
Selpf. rs- Methodist Student Eel TRADES OR REPAIRS
Meet
Sunday,
= lowship:
First
=
-=
ROYAL
TYPEWRITER
’1, thodio church. at 6:30 p.m.
:.-_
CO.
=
Fri Beta: :Meet tomorrow morn..r.
building. at 8:30
CV 3-0770 E in:_:. Sci..no
= 64 E. San Five ando
411111111111111111111111111111111111111111110 ".eiwk
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AUTOMATIC
SELF - SERVE

LAUNDRY

Closed
Sundays

Closed
Sundays
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10c Coffee
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each package
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Placement Pictures
That aie Effective
At Prices That are Reasonable
CY 2-8960
41 No. First Street
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Tuna 4e.’
LG. BOX
CAN
PICNIC CAN

1 1

29c
No. 2 CAN

14c
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Adkins Feted
For Courage
The

Alto

Palo

Oaks

honored

; Chuck Adkins, Sparta’s ring coach,
at a special sports program in
their lodge building last night, EN ailed Ruler Bill Boaz presentud
Adkins with a special award 101
"courage he displayed in winning
Gar
an Olympic boxing
Bilks., San Frandsen Forty-nim
end. emceed ;he program.
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Raiders Meet Hot-Rod Dons

skiing Squad CB Game of the ear?
.11 Dodge Ridgel Pla y Ton CBA
The college ski team opens competition today at Dodge Ridge in
toe University of Nevada Winter
carnival, rated as the largest intercollegiate ski meet in the West.

Coach Gene Menges named Kay
Kenada, Ken Kenada, Mickey Culbertson, Doug Fox, Bill Boothe
and Dick Boudreux to represent
the Spartans against twelve other
colleges. Denver university, 1952
champions, are favored to retain
their title.

re ation
In Spartan Gym Tontght
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Krikorian Beaten
4 s Indians Sweep
Past Spartans, 7-0

By BOB SMITH
! nounced that he probably
the CBA "game of the week"!
(lilt(liltIn
tart the same team that started
and possibly the league "game of
in the high -scoring Fresno game
Tuesday. Don Edwards and Dick
Spartans will clash with the UnBrady as forwards, Fred Niemann,
iversity of San Francisco Dons
Stanford’s Charlie Ilickox decenter, and Lee Jensen and Carroll
tonight in Men’s gym at 8:20
feated the Spartan’s Butch KraWilliams as guards.
o’clock.
Last weekend SJS finished
Defensise assignments have korian in the feature singles
The Dons, currently the conhind UCLA and Stanford in the
Spartan gymnasts will meet ference leaders with six victories not been issued hy Nit-Pherson match, and Hickox’s teammates
Intercollegiate
InRidge
Diadge
Stanford university in the Indian’s and no defeats, cinched a first because of the probable 5%’.itch followed suit as the Indians scalped
% itational meet.
SJS. 7-0. in a tennis match.
In the l’SF lineup. Keith PsV
gym tonight, First event starts at place tie Wedme
cr. Don starter in the (D ga.
Other singles matcle-s found
8 o’clock.
nesday night,
sustained an_ 71 nide injury, so a Stanford’s Bob Siebert deteatmg
Coach Hugh Mumby’s charges when they deFPVi.if’d starting five is in the
Don Straub, 6-1, 6-0; Jim Cernish
will be depending on Iry Faria, feated COP,
making for Phil it oolpert’s of Stanford defeating Jim Austin,
a returnee from last year’s squad 60-50.
squad.
1-6. 6-1, 6-2; the Indians’ Gary
to lead them to victory. He scored
The Raiders, on
Jerry Mullen. Dick Jensen, li. Gray downing Bill Phelps, 6-3.
37 points in a triangular meet with the other hand,
C. Jones, and Phil Vukicevich may 8-6: Art Fish heating SJS’,. Phil
Stanford and the Olympic club have won eight
start for the visitors. Frank Evan_ Wilson, 6-1. 6-3. and revirge Stewlast year.
of their last ten
gelho may be used instead of Jen- art defeating George Bill. 7-5, 6-3.
The SJS line-up will be Faris games, and threel
sen, however. Evangelho holds the I In the doubles, Stanford’s Fish
and Ed Jung, free exhibition; Ed league contests ini
Spartan gym scoring record, with and Cornish heat State’s Straub
Morinan and Bob Peavy, trampo- a row. With a 3-3
39 points.
I and Austin, 6-0, 6-1, and Gray and
line; Earia, Cliff Ford and Al record, the SparMcPherson said yesterday that Bob Barton downed Phelps and
Hockley, ropeclimb; Faria and tans hold the
McPherson
Bill Priddy, horizontal bar; Faria, key to the outcome of the CBA his team has a good chance in Wilson of the Spartans. 6-0. 6-3.
this crucial contest, and with the
Jim Benner and Hockley, parallel standings.
proper attitude can win.
bars; Faria, Benner and Earl
After tonight, SJS has one more
Two of the top Ray Area’s
Holtz, rings; Peavy in tumbling; league tilt. They play Santa Clara
and Faria in all-round competi- next week, and could throw things fresh teams will meet in the
6:30 preliminary.
tion.
into a close race with a victory.
The Spartababes will he lookTonight’s game will be one of
ing for their 13th triumph of the
For All
the few times when Santa (’Iara
year against six losses, while facboys will be rooting for the
Occasions
ing the powerful yearlings from
Spartans. The Broncos are the
the city
only ones who have a champ to
Bill Russell, 6’8" center, and
Rates for Organizations
tie the Dons, should USF drop
Darol Smith, smooth working fortheir remaining games.
ward. will pace the Dons attack.
The Raiders will be facing the
All Kinds
Russell scored 24 points in the
Dons for the second time this seaDons’ previous win over SJS.
Best Quality
Spartan wrestlers extended their son. USE handed the Spartans a 54-4)
undefeated skein to seven straight 67-47 set -back on Jan. 2.
Coach Walt McPherson anlast night, downing the Alameda
Naval Air Station, 26-15, in the
YOUR CLOSEST
Holsum Donuts
Men’s gym.
FRIENDLY DRUGGIST
Dick Francis, 177 lb., decisioned
478 E. Santa Clara
Bernie Slate in one of the best
Jost two Sloth from,
Co
Drug
Morehead-Fleming
matches of the evening, 5 points
Fratenity Row
The college police pistol team
SECOND and SAN FERNANDO
to 2. Francis won his seventh defeated the University of Washstraight dual match in the process. ington NROTC shooters, accordBob Roebuck, Spartan heavy- ing to results received yesterday
weight, won his seventh straight from Husky Coach Major G. E.
victory by "inning Rock Busse - Leppig. The Spartans fired a 1316
son in 1:48. It was the fastest score to beat Washington’s 1279
pin of the night.
_
total.
Other Raider winners were 123
lb. Joe Tiago and 130 lb. Joe Ross
who both won on forfeits.
Pete Herder pinned Alameda’s
R. D. Cummings in 5:16 and Joe
From 8:00 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. daily.
Thornley easily decisioned Herb
By
Evans in a lopsided bout.
except Monday
PAT MEINTASIS
7.."/
Alameda NAS captured the
137 lb.. the 137 lb., and the
37 WEST ’".N
191 lb. matches.
Crazy Cats scored the biggest
Two exhibition thatches also upset of the evening by downing
were on the night’s program in the high powered Prestidigitators
which’ two college freshmen, 147 26-15, in the semi-finals. The
lb. Pete Vossler and 157 lb. John Crazy Cats (sophomores), with
Ratliff beat their Navy foes.
good ball handling, accurate shootCoach Hugh Mumby’s wrestlers ing, and a zone defense system
Thursnext
journey to Corvallis
set up by their guards, never
day to tangle with Oregon State. were behind.
They will meet the Pivoteers
for the championship of the tourAnd We’ve Got A Good Reason
ney.
In
practice,
the
Greenhorns
On the campus, in the classslipped by the Red Hots, 2726.
We’re really proud to have been of service to you. the
room, around the links
while the Pivoteers edged the
top
take
Rough Rider Slacks
man with real taste in clothes, for these many years. We’re
Meps, 19-17. League B was reprehonors. They’re action -taisented by Alpha (’hi Omega who
proud of the reputation that we have earned as a clothing
lored. Try on a pair today.
defeated Gamma Phi Beta 19-16
’39 PLYMOUTH COUPE
store of distinction and quality and of the many loyal
Mills college here:
San Jose State will greet the
$100
friends we have made through our fine merchandise and
Mills college gals at tomorrow’s
basketball sportsday Playing for
service.
SJS will be the Freshman Majors,
Greenhorns, and the Alpha Chi
CY 7-2010
701 S. First
CAL 110551A
NAPA,
We’re Proud of You, Too
Omega.
ISwim Club needs sarhismers:
club Manager Nita Ruck
Yes, we’re proud of you, too. You have ser n the
announces all women intested in
Iinterested
participating in the water ballet
truly great quality at reasonable prices here at J. S.
and competing in the swim meet
WILLIAMS. Do you blame us for being proud?
with Holy Names college should
meet at the women’s pool, Monday.
at 415 o’clock.
THE STORE THAT QUAL/TY PU1LT
--

Gymnast Te
Opens Seaso __.n
At 5(1Tonight

be 1

cp0m

RoughRider
SLACKS

DONUTS

Mat men Drop
Alameda NAS;
Seventh Win -

Pistol Victory

1:(
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Chalet Cafe

We’re Really Proud

FINE CARS
. 7or You
TED HAYS

We’re not Adding Machines
But, You can count on us.

RENDEZVOUS CAFE
1595 So. First Street

Pa In
RESTAURANT
FAIR PRICES
FINE FOOD
375 E. Sento Vora

CV 5-9$42

ŁSWiUiams
227-233 SOUTH FIRST STREET
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Kbetrl 13.441

Here’s how to get through
school with just one suit!

ROOS 3 -WAY
’Tweed Suit – Gabardine Slacks

$59
Wear the Celtic tweed suit for any
occasion short of a formal. It’s
soft, comfortable, lightweight
perfect for our California climate’

Wear the suit coat (2button
model with patch pockets)
and the slacks for casual
dating and the like they
make a swell sports outfit’

’;ear the allwool rAbardine
slacks for practically any
thing they’re always useful.
Full cut for extra comfort,
and very long wearing too.
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